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BEST® Built-In Ventilation Selection Guide

Quiet, Flexible
Performance
Bringing Custom
Designs to Life

BEST® is your built-in solution for every installation...
At BEST, we believe nothing should stand in the way
of your designs. That’s the great advantage of our
built-in range hoods. Large or compact, a built-in
hood means design flexibility that will work with
custom cabinetry, unique enclosures or challenging
spaces. BEST leads the industry with the broadest
line of built-in hoods in all shapes, sizes and
performance options. So, regardless of your personal
design style or cooking style, you’ll find the perfect
BEST model to fit any kitchen.

P195P

The P195P features perimeter draw
to deliver better capture, while it fits
within a shallow 12" deep cabinet.
Optional non-duct capability—an industry
exclusive! A smooth stainless panel conceals
the filters and lends a contemporary flair.

See the dramatic
capture in this
real life test.

BEST is the only range hood manufacturer with
the right ventilation solution for your unique
installation, kitchen design or cooking style.
Just look at all the choices!

P195ES

ENERGY STAR® rated
when ducted to the
exterior. The 370 CFM
power will quietly
clear the kitchen of
smoke and odors, yet
still fall below most
make-up air code
requirements.
Fluorescent lighting
ensures total energy
savings.

PK22

CP

PIK

CPD

The PK22 is the first range
hood to be powered
by the patent pending
iQ Blower System™—giving
you the quietest operation,
greatest energy efficiency
and fastest smoke and
odor removal than any
other blower in its class.

PIK is a professional style
power pack that provides
many choices of internal
or external blowers. It also
has the convenience of
remote control with the
optional wall-mounted
control. And like all BEST
power packs it works
with liner accessories that
allow up to 60" in width.

Photo credit, Holly Nelson Rickert, Ulrich, Inc.

Depending on your local codes and standards,
all of our indoor products are designed to work with
make-up air dampers. Many of them are compatible
for remote control operation.

The CP Series hood
inserts offer several
sizes, two depths and
a full range of internal
or external blower
choices, including iQ.
The all-in-one design
means the integrated
liner lets you flush
mount this hood for
a rare combination
of beauty and power.

The CPD Outdoor
hood insert has an
integrated liner to
simplify installation
and provide a finished
look to any custom
hood. Designed with
the power needed to
handle grilling—and
corrosion resistance
to survive the outdoor
environment.

Photo credit, Holly Nelson Rickert, Ulrich, Inc.

Style
Recommended
Hood

Standard Wood

Custom Mantle

Wall-Mount/Freestanding Custom

P195ES, P195P, CP3

PK22, PIK, CP3, CP5

PK22, CP3, CP5

Match the style of your installation
with the right BEST range hood.
P195P

P195P fits 12" deep cabinets. Perfect for cabinet-mount applications because of their
smaller profile and available liners which can be used with standard cabinet sizes. Uses
Perimeter aspiration that provides superior capture over conventional filter designs.
Shown in flush cabinet design. Optional ACR2 remote control; non-duct capable.
Depth

Widths

Application Width

Blower Type

MUAD

Optional Liners

11-1/8"

21-3/16"
28-9/16"

24–48"

HP Internal Pro600
or SuperPro1200*

MD6T/TU
MD8T/TU

Y

*Industry Exclusive in shallow depth

P195ES

PK22

P195ES fits 12" deep cabinets. Perfect for cabinet-mount applications because of
their smaller profile and available liners which can be used with standard cabinet sizes.
ENERGY STAR® rated when ducted out. Includes dual fluorescent lighting, energy
efficient motor; non-duct capable.
Depth

Widths

Application Width

Blower Type

MUAD

Optional Liners

11-1/4"

27-1/2"

24–48"

HP Internal 370 CFM

MD6TU
MD8TU

Y

An Industry first using the iQ12 Blower makes the PK22 the quietest in its class. Designed
for high performance applications, perfect for large mantel designs. Features mesh lined
Hi-Flow™ baffle filters for superior grease capture. Industry Exclusive 1200 CFM in 30"
width. Optional liners and ambient light panel accessories; Optional ACR2 remote control.
Depth
15-7/16"

Widths

Application Width

27-3/4"
30–60"
36-1/2"**
43-7/16"**
**External blower models available.

Blower Type

MUAD

Optional Liners

iQ12 with GPS;
External option
280–1500 CFM

MD6TU
MD8TU

Y

Direct Cabinet Mount
12"–15" Deep

18" Deep

P195P, P195ES

PK22

CP5

CP3

PIK

CPD

Island Hood

Outdoor Installation

PK22

CPD

CP5 Series is perfect for custom wall mount hoods where the bottom is flush with
the hood surround or enclosure. Features the iQ6 or iQ12 Internal Blower System
with LED lighting and an integrated liner for simple installation (external blower
sold separately); mesh lined Hi-Flow™ baffle filters and a removable grease rail.
Non-duct capable in models using the iQ Blower. Uses ACR2 remote control.
Depth

Widths

Application Width

Blower Type

MUAD

Optional Liners

19-1/4"
22-1/2"

34-3/8"
40-3/8"
46-3/8"
52-3/8"
58-3/8"
64-3/8"

36–66"

iQ6 or iQ12;
External option
280–1500 CFM

MD6T
MD8T
MD10T

N/A

CP3 Series is perfect for custom wall mount hoods where the bottom is flush with
the hood surround or enclosure. Features an integrated liner for simple installation;
baffle filters and a removeable grease rail.
Depth

Widths

Application Width

Blower Type

MUAD

Optional Liners

19-1/4"
22-1/2"

28-3/8"
34-3/8"
40-3/8"
46-3/8"

30–48"

HP Internal
600 or 1200 CFM

MD6TU
MD8TU

N/A

The PIK is designed for residential commercial-style cooking surfaces.
Optional liners and remote WCPI, available separately. Features professional style
baffle filters for effective ventilation.
Depth

Widths

Application Width

Blower Type

MUAD

Optional Liners

18-7/16"

33-3/4"
45-3/4"

36–60"

HP Internal P5 or
P8, or External
option
280–1500 CFM

MD6TU
MD8TU

Y

The CPD Outdoor hood is corrosion resistant stainless with an integrated liner for
easy installation. Features professional style baffle filters and a removable grease
rail for easy clean-up.
Depth

Widths

Application Width

Blower Type

MUAD

Optional Liners

22-1/2"

34-3/8"
46-3/8"
58-7/8"

36–60"

HP Internal
1200 CFM

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A

BEST Offers the Broadest Choice in Blowers
®

The BEST® iQ Blower System™
Internal Blower technology that surpasses all other range hoods
in performance, sound and energy use.

Range hood styles, materials and finishes have changed dramatically over the
years, but blower technology has largely remained the same. Never before
has there been a blower system built to embody quiet flow design, intelligent
operation, and digital motor technology in one package—delivering superior
sound, power, and energy efficiency. BEST listened and took the lead.
• Up to 2X Quieter Operation
See the difference at
BestRangeHoods.com and click
the iQ Blower System message to
watch BEST beat the competition!

• Up to 30% Faster Smoke & Odor Removal
• Up to 22X More Energy Efficient

BEST® High Pressure Blowers
BEST High Pressure (HP) blowers provide exceptional performance by incorporating
a unique high-flow design into the housing and wheel. As a result, HP blowers are able
to push more air through long duct runs to clear the air faster than the competition.

Internal Blowers

Internal blowers make installation fast
and easy. You can even make the
choice for recirculation. These blowers
are fitted to the range hood for
comfortable sound levels and include
backdraft dampers. They’re made of all
metal housing for durable, long-lasting
operation and to meet the needs of
high performance cooking.

Internal blowers may
be vented through
the roof or wall, with
the goal of minimizing
the duct length.

Internal blowers reside within the hood
structure, so only a single electrical
connection is required.

Internal

External Blowers

External blowers reduce kitchen sound levels by moving the blower mechanism
away from the point of use. In-line blowers can be located in the attic. Exterior are
located on the outside of the home. Both can be vented through the roof or wall
and include dampers. Durable sealed housings meet the rigorous needs of
professional style cooktops and ranges. All External blowers offer a choice of power
so you can select the CFM that is right for your cooking needs and maintain peace
in the kitchen.

In-Line Blowers

Exterior Blowers

Best® In-line
blowers are
installed between
the point of use
and the duct
termination point.
In-line blowers
may be installed in
an attic space,
utility room or
crawl space.

Best® exterior
blowers are
installed at the duct
termination point
(roof or exterior
wall), providing the
greatest distance
between the point
of use and the
blower.

In-line blowers
may be vented
through the
roof or wall,
with the goal of
minimizing the
duct length.

Exterior
blowers may
be vented
through the
roof or wall,
with the goal of
minimizing sharp
turns in the duct
that can impede
airflow.

Electrical connections to both the hood
and the in-line blower are required.

Electrical connections to both the hood
and the exterior blower are required.

In-line

Exterior

Blower

P5

P6/
iQ6

P8

P12/
iQ12

Blower

ILB3

ILB6

ILB9

ILB11

EB6

EB9

EB12

EB15

Vert.
CFM

460

600

850

1200

Max.
CFM

280

600

800

1100

600

900

1200

1500

BEST® Liners & Ambient Light Panels
BEST Liners provide a beautiful way to finish your custom hood and
protect your cabinetry. Designed to work with BEST Power Packs, liners
feature a 3" adjustable nose to provide application flexibility,
and a 4" height for excellent capture.
To highlight the beauty of your cooking appliance, our optional ambient
lighting panel is a perfect addition. It works with your under-cabinet
lighting, and can be added to any BEST liner.
30", 36" and 42" light panels feature two lights. 48", 54" and 60" light
panels feature three lights. (Bulb type 120V, GU10-50W Halogen, included.)

Model

Liner

ALP

P195PM52SB

L5230

ALP30

P195P(*)M70SB

L7036

ALP36

P195P(*)M70SB

L7048

ALP48

P195ES70SB

L7030

ALP30

P195ES70SB

L7036

ALP36

P195ES70SB

L7048

ALP48

PK2230

AL3036

ALP36

PK2230

AL3042

ALP42

PK2239

AL3948

ALP48

PK2239

AL3954

ALP54

PK2245

AL4554

ALP54

PK2245

AL4560

ALP60

PIK33

L3336S

ALP36

PIK33

L3342S

ALP42

PIK45

L4548S

ALP48

PIK45

L4554S

ALP54

PIK45

L4560S

ALP60

CP5

N/A

N/A

CP3

N/A

N/A

CPD

N/A

N/A

*Fill in 1M or 2M for model
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Learn more about Power Packs and the iQ Blower System™ at BestRangeHoods.com

BestRangeHoods.com
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